Q&a

2018 Trends

with Shayla CopaS

what do you feel is the absolute
hottest trend for 2018? Consumers are
going to see a ton of pattern in 2018 and bold
color. The bolder, the better!
what did you see at market that you
feel is a "must have" trend? Definitely,
large-scale floral! Floral is on pillows, wallcovering, bedding and so forth. Not just floral,
but BOLD and large-scale floral that POPS!
homeowners are always curious
about the trends that designers are
adding to their own spaces. what
trend will you be adding to your
home in 2018? We are actually working on
a 100-foot houseboat for my husband at the
moment, and I will be adding a ton of color,
texture, pattern and of COURSE floral!
do you have a favorite color for
2018? Pantone's color of the year is Ultra
Violet and I am LOVING it! I predict we will be
seeing a lot of home products and fashion in
purple hues.
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ADD
TEXTURE
“When it comes to fabric selection,
I use a mixture of large and small
pattern and add textiles with texture
to the design for depth. Mixing
pattern and texture is currently on
trend! Bold colors are also trending
and homeowners are becoming
more adventurous than ever,
especially with the help of a designer
with a trained eye.” —Shayla Copas,
Shayla Copas Interiors

Make It Last

“One trick that I find helpful,
particularly with young families, is
using crypton fabrics in high-traffic
areas of the home. They resist stains,
spills, and odors and are available in
numerous options ranging from crisp
linens to velvets. After incidents with
smashed strawberries and magic
markers, I decided performance
fabrics are life (and money) savers!”
—Leigh Montgomery,
Blu D’or Interiors

AMP UP
YOUR LAMPS
“I think one important tip with lighting
is being able to use your lamps for
ambient lighting. The best tip for this
is to put dimmer sockets on the lamps
in your home. It’s a quick, inexpensive
process that I love to use, and we do it
for customers all the time in our store.”
— Jeremy Carter, The Shade Above
Lighting Collection

Don’t Depend on Trends
“I believe that every room in your home tells a story. A lot of pattern isn’t for
everyone, so we feel layering textures and hues within the same color family allows
our design to connect one space to another. Never fall into a current ‘trend’ too
heavily. Beware of over-indulgence in certain trends that can lead to a very dated
look in only a few short years.” —Debi Davis, Debi Davis Interior Design

Elevate Your Space with Art
“Want to elevate your interiors? Art makes a room come
to life. Think outside the box; original art doesn’t have to
be expensive. Student art shows are a great place to pick
up amazing art at an affordable price. Can't afford an oil
painting? No problem. Consider a collection of beautiful
drawings. Don’t forget to shop tag and estate sales for
unusual pottery, metal art, and textiles. Decorating should
be fun and an adventure. Keep your eyes open and buy
what you love.” —Kevin Walsh, Bear Hill Interiors

Lisa Krannichfeld art available at M2 Gallery in Little Rock
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